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Your special events can now be made even more special. You can add glorious stars to your events
to make it more special. You can do this by hiring us. We are Marvelles Marks, the Master of
Ceremonies. We are one of the top names in the in the industry of event organization in America.
We provide you high energy entertainment. We are a rare and unmatched combination of Education
and Entertainment. With our fun packed and energy studded performance we transform your event
to special event in true sense. Our rock concert energy studded performance has made us a true
master of ceremonies in this field.

Having spent more than 20 years in the event industry, we are Americaâ€™s favorite. During this long
course of time we have invented and re-invented our own creations to provide best entertainment.
Our performances are combinations of fun, comedy, rock n roll along with smart intelligent
speeches. We are even performer at some special events. Some of our performances in special
events are Business Conferences, Motivational speaker Seminars, Team Building Events, and
Award Ceremonies etc. We have different programme set up for all these different kinds of events.

We are Corporate Entertainer. We bring about a change in your same good old corporate meetings.
The versatility with which we perform at the various corporate events has earned us the name of
Corporate Entertainer. We have presented and performed for companies such as Abbott Labs, J P
Morganâ€™s Chase, American Express, Microsoft, American Cancer Society, McDonalds Corporation
and various others. Your meetings, presentations and conferences are given a fresh and different
start with our rocking performances. With our unique emcee we change the entire environment of
you corporate meetings and conferences. In any of your corporate or special events we will
entertain you and your audience thoroughly from first to last with our magnificent performances.

We blend music, fun, comedy, props etc to mesmerize you. We will adjust our emcee according to
the needs of your events so that it becomes a grand success. We have a large number of multi
talented and experienced performers working with us. They know the best way to convey your
organizational message to others. Our motivational speaker inspire and motivate the audience with
their heart touching speeches. For every different function, keeping the requirement on mind they
prepare a unique and different speech to deliver.

At Marvelles Marks we even have speakers who can bring about a behavioral change in your team.
We have team building speakers who can induce new spirit in your team. With their highly spirited
boosting speech they can bring about an improvement in your team work. We also provide
corporate trainer who with intensive training programme can improve the morale of the employees
which in turn results in higher productivity and higher sales. Marvelles Marks is an ultimate name in
case of entertainment. Our highly entertaining programme inculcates an infectious sense of fun
among the audience. With our experience of over 10 years in direct selling we can boost up the
sales figure easily. So come contact us now.
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Marvelles Marks is a well known name in the industry of event organization in America. With its
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adjustable a emcee and versatility of programmes it has earned the name of a Motivational speaker.
Its versatility of performance in the corporate programmes has made it a a Corporate Entertainer.
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